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Data in the desert
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev opens Big Data Lab running Intel®Distribution for Apache Hadoop*
software on the Intel®Xeon®processor

Intel worked with Ben-Gurion University of the Negev to set up a Big Data Analytics Lab, enabling information systems engineering students to better understand and develop complex machine-learning
algorithms. The Lab is one of the first in the world running Intel® Distribution for Apache Hadoop*
software together with Apache Spark*, on servers powered by the Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2630 v2
product family. By removing I/O bottlenecks with distributed RAM, Apache Spark offers much better
utilization of the Intel® processors. This project showcases the performance gains enabled through these
three elements working together.

Challenges
• Peak performance. The Department of Information Systems Engineering at Ben-Gurion University
wanted to roll out a more powerful computing cluster to enable its students to mine massive datasets
and work on research projects akin to those faced in industry

Solutions
• Big Data Analytics Lab. Implemented a powerful new computing cluster running Intel Distribution
for Apache Hadoop software together with Apache Spark on seven HP ProLiant* DL360p Gen 8
servers powered by the Intel Xeon processor E5-2630 v2 product family and running a Red Hat CentOS*

Impact
• Keeping pace. The Big Data Analytics Lab allows students to mine even larger datasets than before
and develop more complex and distributed algorithms, enabling them to continue to work with industry
in the resolution of real-world Web mining and cyber security problems

“Intel® Distribution for Apache
Hadoop* software is optimized to
run on Intel® Xeon® processors.
This superior performance is
magnified with the addition of
Apache Spark*. By removing I/O
bottlenecks with distributed RAM,
Apache Spark secures even better
utilization of the Intel® processors.
The performance gains realized
through these three elements
working together are tremendous.”
Lior Rokach,
Professor,
Department of Information Systems
Engineering,
Ben-Gurion University

• New horizons. It has also made it possible for the university to run a masters course in mining massive datasets which focus on implementing distributed machine-learning algorithms. Together with
strong, continued ties with industry, this properly prepares students for careers in the real world and
helps the university to attract the best engineering students

Ben-Gurion University
Ben-Gurion University was established in 1969
as the University of the Negev with the aim of
promoting the development of the Negev desert
that comprises more than 60 percent of Israel. The
University was inspired by the vision of Israel's
founder and first prime minister, David Ben-Gurion,
who believed that the future of the country lay
in this region. After Ben-Gurion's death in 1973,
the University was renamed Ben-Gurion University
of the Negev.
Today, Ben-Gurion University is a major center for
teaching and research with close to 20,000 students. The Department of Information Systems
Engineering, which sits within the Faculty of Engineering, prepares students for careers in the
analysis, design, development, use and management of information systems.
The department has an excellent research program
and strong ties with industry, which enables its
fourth-year undergraduate and postgraduate students to work on real-world information system
problems. The department also excels in filing

patent applications. In 2011, more than 20 percent
of patents filed by Ben-Gurion University were from
students in the Information Systems Engineering
Department.

Big data analytics
Many of the students' research projects require analyzing very large datasets, especially those focused
on Web mining and cyber security. The emphasis
is on developing novel, sound and theoreticallymotivated algorithms for accomplishing large-scale
tasks in data mining, such as high-dimensional
clustering, classification algorithms and anomaly
direction.
In the past, the research projects students were
able to undertake were limited by the department’s
computing resources. Generally, students had access
to just one server for their research, which meant
they were mostly only able to work on developing
non-scalable algorithms. If its research programs
were to keep pace with developments in the real
world, the department realized it needed to roll
out a more powerful computing cluster.

Enabling research students to mine even larger datasets

Computing clusters

The Big Data Analytics Lab

Intel has an experienced Advanced Analytics Department with extensive knowledge of machine
learning and big data analytics platforms such as
Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. Intel Advanced
Analytics delivered a presentation to the University explaining the benefits of Intel Distribution
for Apache Hadoop software in mining massive
datasets. The Apache Hadoop software library is
a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of computers using simple programming models.

The Big Data Analytics Lab is one of the first in
the world running Intel Distribution for Apache
Hadoop software 3.0.2, which is based on YARN*
together with Apache Spark 0.81, on seven HP
ProLiant DL360p Gen 8 servers powered by the
Intel Xeon processor E5-2630 v2 product family
and running a Red Hat CentOS. With a total capacity
of over 220TB of disk space, over 448GB RAM and
84 cores, it is considered one of the largest Hadoop
clusters operating in an Israeli academic institution.

The university immediately recognized the benefits of Intel Distribution for Apache Hadoop software for better understanding and developing
machine-learning algorithms. Machine learning is
a branch of artificial intelligence concerning the
construction and study of systems that can learn
from data.
The university and Intel then worked together to
roll out a seven-node computing cluster. Initially,
just the Department of Information Systems Engineering was involved in the project. But when
the benefits of the cluster became apparent, other
departments stepped up to donate budget to extend the cluster into a shared resource. By pooling
resources, the university was able to roll out a
much more powerful computing cluster.

Lior Rokach, professor in the Department of Information Systems Engineering, said: “Intel Distribution for Apache Hadoop software is optimized to
run on Intel Xeon processors. This superior performance is magnified with the addition of Apache Spark.
By removing I/O bottlenecks with distributed RAM,
Apache Spark secures even better utilization of
the Intel processors. The performance gains realized through these three elements working together are tremendous. Ongoing management
of the cluster is also relatively simple.”

Working with industry
The Big Data Analytics Lab is enabling research
students to mine even larger datasets. This means
they can better understand and develop more complex machine-learning algorithms, enabling them
to continue to work with industry to resolve realworld Web mining and cyber security problems.
For example, information systems engineering
students are working with several Internet service
providers (ISPs) to develop a machine-learning
algorithm to improve the page ranking system so
it is based on actual traffic to each site rather than
links within those sites. They are harnessing the
Hadoop cluster to mine over 100TB of data delivered to them by the ISPs.
The Big Data Analytics Lab has made it possible
for the university to run a masters course in mining massive datasets, which counts towards the

Lessons Learned
Intel® Distribution for Apache Hadoop* software
is the only distribution built from silicon up to
enable with the widest range of data analysis
on Apache Hadoop. It is the first with hardware-enhanced performance and security
capabilities. Optimized to run on Intel® Xeon®
processors, it offers great performance. Adding Apache Spark, which removes I/O bottlenecks with distributed RAM, offers even better
processor utilization. Looking to the future,
Intel is committed to further developing a
platform on which the entire ecosystem can
build next-generation analytics solutions.

MSc degree with specialization in data mining and
business intelligence. Together with strong, continued ties with industry, this properly prepares
Ben-Gurion students for careers in the real world.
It also helps the university to attract the best engineering students, since it is able to offer interesting research projects that other universities
cannot.
Ben-Gurion University will announce the opening
of the Big Data Analytics Lab at the Second Annual
Data Mining for Business Intelligence Conference,
of which Intel is a sponsor.
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